
wntmg. First, and perhaps most 
important, I found myself talking to the 
student rather than grading the paper. 
Frequently, I visualized the student's face 
as I recorded my responses. The cassette, 
unlike the written response, formed a 
triangular exchange between the teacher, 
the paper, and the student, thus creating 
an inclusive dynamic during the 
transaction. This graphic comparison 
illustrates the contrast in the interaction 
between the student, the essay, and the 
instructor. 

Second, I noticed that I was 
offering more comments and suggestions 
than criticisms and corrections. With the 
pen stripped from my hand, I became 
more of a helpful reader and less of an 
eagle-eye editor. 

Third, global issues suddenly 
emerged as the focus of my attention, 
which diminished the score-keeping 
interference of grammar penalties. 
Perhaps for the first time in my teaching 
career, I was both willing and able to 
discuss with the writer the complex nature 
of "awk" as well as the slippery cognitive 
intricacies associated with logic, 
originality, and imagination. Though non
interactive, the cassette provided me a 
dynamic similar to a conference with the 
student. I credit the comment-filled 
cassette for the apparent improvement in 
revisions and in subsequent essays. 

Further, the cassette method 
alerted me to counter-productive 
tendencies inherent in my written 
evaluations of student compositions. 
Unexpectedly though refreshingly, the 
use of audio c~ssettes has had a profound 
influence on how I conduct my written 
evaluations, for its has tamed the predator 
in my pen. 

Finally, the cassette comments are 
slightly more efficient than the written 

reactions. I particularly appreciated the 
cassette's efficiency during my summary 
comments and suggestions. Perhaps the 
greatest time-saving contributions 
occurred when I noticed the absence of 
clarification questions f91lowing the 
return of a paper. As the cassette offered 
the students greater depth and volume, it 
virtually eliminated the necessity for post
class hallway clarification conferences. 

While I celebrate and will 
continue to use audio cassettes as an 
alternative to the pen, there are several 
conditional drawbacks. First, one must 
find and secure the appropriate space and 
solitude, preferably a place insulated from 
noise and interruptions. An island would 
be ideal. Because the method limits 
portability, one can no longer respond to 
essays during eternal committee meetings 
or while waiting in the doctor's office. 
Second, the initial gathering, storage, and 
distribution of the cassettes can be 
cumbersome; however, these hurdles can 
be cleared, or at least lowered, by 
following the aforementioned procedures. 
Finally, though I have been known to 
chomp on a pretzel or nibble on a 
Twizzler while recording my comments, 
the cassette approach complicates that 
familiar duet between eating and 
evaluating. 

Just as the students attentively 
listened to the comments on ·the cassettes, 
I must listen to the data in this study. 
Quite literally, students want to hear 
what I have to say about their writing, and 
they want to hear how I say it. 

Paul Carney has taught composition, 
literature, and creative writing at Fergus 
Falls Community Colllege since 1988. 
He completed his graduate work in 
English and Sociology at the University 
of Texas at El Paso. 
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Amber 

Butterscotch in transparent circles 
Like pieces ofamber 
Is always nearby 
Rests in a beveled bowl by 
My favorite chair at home 
Between the bills and coupons 
At the bottom of my purse 
At the rear of the 
Upper right hand comer 
Of my school desk 

The doctors suggest 
Strongly no 
Smoking (I don't) 
Caffeine 
Chocolate 

Now 

My oral pleasures 
Include water-processed 
Decaffeinated coffee 
Sugar by the drop 
And self-
Righteousness 

Galene Erickson teaches all aspects of 8th and 9th grade language arts at Valley View 
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